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September 17, 1963

Dear Mr. Temianka,

You have been in my thoughts too often. The enclosed review is of a concert I played with Dean Dixon and the Frankfurt Symphony. It was a fine success.

The concert was also a live broadcast through the Rundfunk. Mr. Kulenkampff was "ganze begeistert" with my performance and the audience response. I'll probably do the Tartini with their Chamber Orchestra. I shall always be grateful to you for giving me the opportunity to play with your great Chamber Orchestra.

Roulette S P I E L B A N K W I E S B A D E N
Täglich ab 15 Uhr • Im Kurhaus

OMNIBUSVERKEHR: Spielbankbus ab Frankfurt/M., Baseler Platz und Park-Hotel: 14:00, 16:00, 18:00, 20:00, 22:00 Uhr und zurück ab Karlstraße und Festhalle etwa 5 Minuten später • Allgemeiner Linienverkehr ab Hauptbahnhof stündlich
group.

Hans Schulte, the Sol Hurok of Germany is now my manager. He manages the Bolshoi Ballet, Fischer-Diskan, Rubenstein and Gilels.

It looks as if I will be busy playing here until January.

With all best wishes to you and Mrs. Temisanka.

Very Sincerely,

Christine
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